Cleaning set contents

a) Brush
b) 2x abrasive paper grain size P60
   1x abrasive paper grain size P120 (smooth)
c) Microfibre cloth

The natural stone surface has a decisive advantage opposite a painted surface:

Stains like soot particles, greases, colours etc. can be left easily. The surface shall look like new also after years. To get this advantage to still enjoy the product, please follow the following indications for the care and cleaning.

Care & cleaning picture 2 till picture 8

Slight impurities of the stone, how dirty areas, black places or other use traces can be removed by using the abrasive paper grain size P60. Grind with little pressure (in structure direction) till you can not see the impurity any more. To remove rough scratches use after the fine abrasive paper (P120). Afterwards remove the grinded dust with the enclosed brush by making pressure and movements. Then clean the stone by using a damp microfibre cloth.
Repeat this operation depending on use.

Caution

At the sandstone the dust must be removed with the brush and following cleaned by using a vacuum cleaner. Otherwise the fine dust will stay in the stone pores. Through this work step you can also remove the last dust particles from the stone.

Please note

We would like to point out to you that our soap- and sandstone are natural stones and therefore it can come to deviations in colour and structure. Composition and colour of the natural stones don't have influence on the proper function of our stoves.